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Rethink retirement?
Will the COVID-19 crisis and policy response 
change the way we think about retirement?



No



• This shock will be too short and shallow to seriously shake the 
vested interests in our retirement system.


• The major fallout will be to delay or remove the planned increase 
to 12% compulsory super (supported by stimulus arguments).


• The crisis may change the way academic debates are 
conducted, having to now address the key issues that arose 
during the COVID-19 period—but these will likely be assumed 
away without any analysis. 


• Treasury’s 2020 Retirement Income Review still to report.


• Government budget myths will resurface.

Same old, same old
Prediction



• All retirement income systems must allocate resource to non-
working old people. 


• The economic question is, what system does this most efficiently 
(uses the fewest resource in the allocation process) and fairly 
(does not amplify market inequalities) to provide the retirement 
insurance function we seek?


• My proposal - Retiree Tokens. Pass a law that requires retailers 
to provide free goods and services to the retired. To close 
secondary markets, use tokens to manage quantities. 


• https://www.fresheconomicthinking.com/2020/01/the-easiest-
retirement-system-retiree.html 

System design vs individual action
How to think about retirement?



• The public age pension simply acknowledges that money is a 
token that is much more versatile, so choose to use the money 
token rather than a separate one. Provides universal insurance. 


• The superannuation system requires that money tokens be 
acquired and held out of the economic system, forcing 
unnecessary financial trades. Provides no insurance. 
 
Essentially, it outsources the retirement income resource 
allocation problem to financial markets and hopes for the best.


• Which is more efficient and fair?

…are derivatives of the retiree token system
All retirement income systems



Efficiency assessment
Resources required to perform allocation 



Efficiency assessment
Macroeconomic growth costs 



Fairness assessment
Does it serve an insurance function 

• For the bottom 40% of household at retirement age, the 
public age pension is a pay rise!



Fairness assessment
Does it smooth incomes? 



1. There is some kind of “token budget” that cannot be breached.  
We know this is a myth. Even Alan Greenspan has said as 
much.


2. “Pre-funding” is more sustainable. 
Recall that the system only allocates resources. Unless you pre-
allocate the resources themselves (storage sheds full of food, 
fuel, medical supplies etc) then you are always allocating 
resources at the time they are needed. 


3. Population ageing requires more “pre-funding”.  
No, if ageing is a problem (which it is not), then it is a problem 
for all retirement income systems. 

And many other systems
Myths sustain the system





• JobKeeper wage subsidy - $1,500/fn


• Boost of JobSeeker (Newstart) to $1,100/fn


• Early access to superannuation 

• $10,000 prior to June 30, another $10,000 after June 30


• As of 24 April, 975,000 applications made. 


• Of these, 456,000 approved


• Averaging around $8,000 and totalling $3.8 billion

Economic response
COVID-19 policy





• Total balances fell 21% from Sept 2007 to March 2009.


• Industry funds own many non-liquid assets.


• Mass sell-off cements lower prices in major equity markets.


•

Early access issues
Superannuation 



• Only real resources matter, not account balances. Think about 
the scale of the stimulus.


• Superannuation reduces demand and economic growth, 
therefore reducing our real future productive capacity.  
 
It makes retirement more economically costly, not less. 


• Spending wages boosts demand.


• Not spending on assets reduces asset prices.


• If the system net-sells assets it reduces asset prices.

And we are now discovering
Things that are always true



• COVID-19 has demonstrated what should be obvious—that 
scrapping the superannuation system would massively improve 
Australia’s economic performance, and hence the performance 
of our only retirement income system, the age pension. 


• Instead of channelling incomes through asset markets, 
decreasing demand and soaking up a workforce the size of the 
military on an accounting exercise, the 28 million superannuation 
account holders spend up to an additional $20,000 per year, 
depending on their tax situation. 

If we gave everyone their super as wages
Imagine



• That is $530 billion per year, or about 23% of GDP, that will be 
made available. Most people will not spend the maximum from 
their super account, but there is no doubting the stimulatory 
effect of this change for the real economy — something that is 
sorely needed as wages reach nearly a decade of stagnation. 


• In addition, take-home wages will effectively increase by 9.5% 
across the board. Rather than going into asset purchase 
programs in super funds, this income will either be 1) taxed, 2) 
spent by income earners, or 3) saved and used for asset 
purchases outside of super. 


• This is a truly massive welfare benefit for the bottom 80% of 
households who will get a higher lifetime income.

If we gave everyone their super as wages
Imagine



• The big puzzle to me is why the age pension qualifying age is 66 
and not zero. 


• Imagine being treated like a second class thug, forced to go on 
Newstart, look for work, despite various medical conditions and 
a poor overall economic situation.  
 
Then you have a birthday, and suddenly you are a respectable 
old person in need of a minimum standard of living, provided 
with plenty of cash, discounted public transport and utilities, 
home-care allowance, etc. 
 
We treated you like scum on Monday. On Tuesday you became 
respectable. 

To the age pension
Enhancements



• While this period has demonstrated many truths, be wary that 
there are few powerful groups that benefit from the truth. Hence, 
we can expect the myths to dominate again.


• The government budget may now be seen to be in “worse 
shape” and need rapid “repair”. This could see a reduction in age 
pension funding and a boost in superannuation subsidies (even 
though these actions don’t actually “repair” the budget).


• The Labor party may see that it has to fight more than ever to 
boost superannuation balances for low-income earners and 
hence the political power of its union-backed cabal. 

The whole thing could backfire
Risks


